List of Figures
Different levels of confidence are given for the structures based on the categorisation proposed by Schymanski et al. (2014) . For 4HD, 5HD, DCF-Lactam and DCF-BA, the identity could be confirmed with authentic reference standards. For the other TPs, the structure was postulated based on the exact mass, isotope pattern, retention time, MS 2 fragmentation spectrum, the similarities or differences of the MS 2 spectrum to that of DCF and other TPs and based on the primary TPs from which they were formed. Software tools that were used to aid structural identification include PeakView and MasterView (Sciex), ChemDoodle (iChemLabs) and ChemCalc.org (Patiny and Borel, 2013) . 
Diclofenac (DCF)
DCF fragmentation is included for the purposes of comparison. The fragmentation spectrum and corresponding postulated fragment ions are shown in Table S2 and Figure S1 . Figure S1 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of DCF
4HD
This TP of DCF was available as a reference standard (level 1 confidence). The relatively simple fragmentation pattern with -CO and -Cl losses is characteristic of secondary TPs formed from 4HD, e.g. TP259 and TP225. Figure S5 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of DCF-BA
4HDQI
4HDQI is a known human metabolite of DCF (Poon et al., 2001) and is reported to form by oxidation of 4HD. In this study, 4HDQI was identified by its very similar fragmentation pattern to 4HD and similar retention time (level 2 confidence). However, in incubation experiments of 4HD, 4HDQI was not formed whereas it was formed in incubations of DCF-lactam (and incubations of DCF itself). This might be due to the fast dissipation kinetics of 4HD, which is quickly transformed to other TPs, allowing little oxidation to take place, while DCF-lactam is more stable, allowing the formation of 4HDQI over a different route (e.g. by combined mono-oxygenation and de-amidation). Figure S6 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of 4HDQI
5HDQI
This TP was previously identified in soil/sediment systems (Gröning et al., 2007) and was identified in this study by the similar fragmentation pattern and retention time to 5HD (level 2 confidence). Figure S7 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of 5HDQI
TP285
The characterisation of TP285 was based firstly on the presence of fragment 171.9715, which indicated that ring A was not hydroxylated. TP285 was formed from DCF via 5HD so one oxygen should be located on position 5. The remaining 2 oxygens were considered to be part of a carboxylic acid group which would explain the loss of -CO 2 . It was postulated that TP285 was formed as a result of ring-opening of ring B since consecutive -CH 2 , -CO and -C 2 H 2 losses leading to fragment 171.9715 are indicative of a long-chain structure. According to this structure, the β-keto moiety might be formed via tautomerism. A level 3 confidence is therefore proposed (tentative structure). Figure S8 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP285
TP287
TP287 has a mass difference of only +2H compared to TP285 and also shows fragment 171.9715, the presence of which indicated that ring A is not hydroxylated. Structural characterisation of TP287 was not possible due to many possible structures on the right side of the molecule. The structure of ring A and the elemental composition of the rest of the molecule could be determined (level 4 confidence). Figure S9 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP287
TP259
The mass of TP259 and the isotopic pattern indicate it has one chloride and two oxygen atoms. Since it is formed from DCF via 4HD, it is assumed that the 4 -position (ring A) is hydroxylated. The fragmentation pattern is very similar to DCF-lactam showing consecutive -CO and -Cl losses, it is therefore postulated that TP259 has a lactam structure, which also accounts for the second oxygen. To account for the extra hydrogen a reductive dechlorination at the 2 -position is postulated (level 3). Figure S10 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP259
TP225
The mass and isotopic pattern of TP225 indicate that no Cl atom is present in the molecule. The similar fragmentation pattern to TP259 suggest this compound is the result of a second reductive dechlorination, which also accounts for the extra hydrogen. Therefore, a level 3 confidence is given for the structure. Figure S11 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP225
TP293a
This TP was formed from both DCFlactam and 5HD. Due to the parent TPs and the fragmentation pattern, the structure can be given at level 2 confidence. Several isomers of this TP were detected, with similar retention times and MS 2 spectra. It is postulated that these are formed by hydroxylation of ring B at different positions. Figure S12 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP293a
TP293b
This TP is an isomer of TP293a but is formed from 4HD or DCF-lactam and not formed from 5HD and was previously detected WWTP effluents, where is was identified as a human metabolite of DCF (Stülten et al., 2008) . It has a different MS 2 spectrum since ring A is hydroxylated. A level 2 confidence is given for this structure. Figure S13 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP293b.
TP391a
This DCF-TP is formed via 5HD. The molecular formula and characteristic -SO 3 loss indicate that this TP is the result of sulfate conjugation of 5HD. Due to the observed fragments, and in comparison to similar sulfate conjugation reactions observed at aromatic hydroxy groups in activated sludge (Jewell et al., 2014) , it is postulated the conjugation occurs at the hydroxylated 5-position (ring B). Thus, level 2 confidence is given for the structure. Figure S14 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP391a.
TP391b
This TP is formed from 4HD similarly to TP391a. It is postulated the conjugation occurs at the 4 -position (ring A). Level 2 confidence is given for the structure. Figure S15 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP391b.
TP243
This DCF-TP is formed via 5HD and has a similar fragmentation pattern to TP285 and TP287, sharing, for example, the fragment 171.9713. This fragment is again an indication that ring A is not hydroxylated. The two oxygen atoms from the formula are thus likely to be on the right side of the molecule. Due to the ambiguous fragmentation pattern, a tentative structure cannot be suggested (level 4). However, the low number of carbons on the right side of the molecule suggest that this TP has lost ring B due to ring opening reactions. Figure S16 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP243
TP297
This TP was formed from both 4HD and DCF-BA and to a minor extent 5HD. The molecular formula indicates it is formed as a result of the combination of reactions which lead to the parent TPs, i.e. a hydroxylation and a decarboxylation followed by oxidation to carboxylic acid. Two isomers of this compound are formed with retention times 10.68 min. and 11.08 min., but both with identical fragmentation patterns. It is expected that these are the result of the hydroxylations at different ring positions, i.e. 4 -, or 5-position. The isomer at 10.68 is only formed via 5HD, whereas the isomer at 11.08 is only formed via 4HD and both isomers are formed via DCF-BA. Level 2 confidence is given for this structure. Figure S17 : Characterisation of MS 2 fragment ions of TP297
TP273
This DCF-TP is formed via 5HD and, as with TP243, TP285 and TP287 has a fragmentation pattern indicating ring A is not hydroxylated (fragment with mass 171.9718). The fragmentation pattern indicates several -CO losses however a unambiguous structure cannot be postulated for the right side of the molecule (level 4 confidence). TP293b TP259 TP225  TP275 TP391b TP297   5HD  5HDQI  TP287 TP285 TP343a TP343b TP391a  TP273a TP243 TP293a DCF-BA TP297 TP285 TP287 
